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OCTOBER
Principal: Karen Renna
Vice Principal: Kristen Gwiazdoski

IMPORTANT DATES

$1 Donation for Fitness Friday!
Wear Pink for Fitness Fridays in October to
support Breast Cancer Awareness!
10/01 - No School - Teacher Professional
Development
10/06 - 12 PM Early Dismissal
10/11 - No School- Columbus Day
10/18 - Picture Day
10/21 - Pink Out Day
11/01 - End of Marking Period 1

Principal's Corner
Principal: Karen Renna
Vice Principal: Kristen Gwiazdoski

Dear Families,
We would like to thank everybody for a great start of a new
year. We are so excited to have all of our students back in
school. They have done a great job following safety protocols
and transitioning back to a full day of in person learning.
Please be sure to check Parent Square daily for messages from
your child’s teacher. Please use this as a form of communication
if you have any questions or concerns.
October is Breast Cancer Awareness month so every Friday we
will be wearing PINK and asking for a $1 donation. All proceeds
will go to breast cancer research.
If at any time you would like to set up a meeting with your
child’s teacher or administration please be sure to call the school
as we need advanced notice. This is in alignment with the safety
protocols.
Last, please send in updated numbers and address should it
change. Please send in a written note if you are picking up your
child early, along with a Parent Square message. Please try to
make all appointments after school hours if possible.
Thanks for all you do to support us and your child learn and
grow!
We appreciate you!
Karen Renna

Nurse's news
Hello families!
Just a reminder to continue to ensure the
health of all students and staff, it is important
to keep your child home if they are feeling ill.
For a temperature of 100.4 or higher, your
child must remain home until they are 24 hours
fever-free WITHOUT medication. For vomiting/
diarrhea, they must be without symptoms for
at least 12 hours before returning to school.
Also, please keep the Nurse’s office informed of
any change in your student’s medical status.

Thank you,
Nurse Ashley

Guidance Counselor
Mrs. Ogilvy
As the School Counselor, I am happy to announce that I will be
full-time at Carrington School, no longer splitting my time. I am
looking forward to getting to know each and every student.
Developmental Guidance Lessons have begun in the classrooms
and will continue throughout the school year. In Pre-K and 5th
Grade, for the next 3 months, these lessons will center around
developing good friendships, bullying prevention and exploring
feelings.
Our Middle School students will be working on self-awareness
and career exploration activities through Naviance, a computer
software program widely used in schools. They have made some
upgrades to the programs our students will be using this year.
Our 8th Grade students have been introduced to the high school
application process. Virtual presentations have been scheduled
with Kaynor Tech, Waterbury Career Academy, and Southington
High Schools Agriculture and Science Program. I will continue to
schedule presentations until students have heard from each
alternative high school.
I am happy to be back in Carrington with all the students. I will
continue to see students individually and in small groups during
lunch. If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to
me.
Ms. Ogilvy
School Counselor

Reading Department
Mrs. Thompson - Literacy Facilitator
Mrs. Cavanaugh - Reading Teacher
Welcome back students and families!
It is great to be back at Carrington. A shout out to all who
attended our first Open House on September 15th. The beginning
of the year benchmark testing is now taking place for each
student in grades K – 5. Your child’s score will be sent home to
keep you aware of his/ her academic performance. Small group
instruction has begun based on each child’s individual needs.
Mrs. Cavanaugh, our Reading Teacher, and Mrs. Moriarty are
busy servicing intervention students. Mrs. Thompson, our Literacy
Facilitator, is busy working with classroom teachers and students
guiding instruction and making any needed changes. Be sure to
read to or with your child every evening! Please feel free to
contact us if you have any questions regarding your child’s
reading performance.
The Carrington Reading Department

Pre- Kindergarten

Mrs. Mauceri & Mrs. Promotico
We are off to a great start here in Pre-Kindergarten….We have been getting
used to our new classrooms’ routines and have been making lots of new friends!
October promises to be a fun and exciting month as we finish-up our
“Beginning the Year” Study and start a new study on “Trees”. What a perfect
time of year to watch all the colorful changes around us and learn about this
amazing part of nature.
We will also begin our Monthly Reading Logs to support daily reading with
your child at home. More details will be provided... so look out for that!
On October 7th we will have a visit from our Bunker Hill Neighborhood Fire
Department. We will be able to see a firetruck up close and watch a firefighter
get dressed in all his fire gear so we are not frightened if we have an emergency
in our homes. We may even get to sit in the driver’s seat! So exciting! Think
about setting up a “meeting spot” in your yard for all family members to meet in
the event of a fire emergency in your home.
October also marks the beginning of our monthly Puppet Shows sponsored
by The Hispanic Health Council to foster healthy habits. This month’s program
on October 8th titled, “My Plate” will help the children learn about healthy
foods and making good choices.
We will have our first “Virtual Field Trip” on Friday, October 15th sponsored
by Indian Rock in Bristol, CT. This Month will feature, “Apples and Cider.” We
are so looking forward to this!
October wraps-up with Halloween and many fun and engaging activities
throughout the week during both whole-group and “Free Choice Center Times.”
Although we do NOT wear costumes, it is an exciting time for the children and
one of which they really look forward to. If you prefer your child not to
participate, please reach out to us so that we can plan accordingly and be
respectful of your choice.

Kindergarten
Mrs. Baker & Mrs. Riggi
In ELA, Carrington Kindergarteners learn and practice identifying,
forming, and making the sounds of the letters
t,b,f,n,m,i,u,c,o,a,g,d,s,e,r,p,j. They have been categorizing books into
“Fiction” or “Non-Fiction”, as well as, learning to identify the
characters, settings, and events of the story.

In Math, they will continue to identifying colors, numbers and
shapes. They will also be connecting written numerals to quantities
and classifying objects into categories by counting, using objects,
pictures, and numerals.
Our Concept Based Curriculum (CBC) continues to work on
making good choices and how our choices effect others’ feelings. We
will soon move on to force and motion.

Remember…a Carrington School Cougar always
“ROARS”: Respectful, On task, Accountable, Responsible, Safe.

First Grade
Ms. Allen & Mrs. Varholak

Hello First Grade Families!
We are off to an amazing start! Our students have adjusted
nicely to our routines, classroom expectations, and school
procedures.
We are asking to make reading every night part of your
child's day. Studies have shown that students reading for 20
minutes a day are exposed to 1.8 million words in one school
year. ... Reading improves writing skills. It expands vocabulary.
Most importantly, taking 20 minutes to read every day can
boost mental health!!! Keep a lookout for October Reading
Logs going home soon.
In ELA, our students are identifying letters and sounds,
blending them together, and decoding harder works. We are
also focusing on our new weekly writing curriculum.
In Math we are learning counting on and counting back. We
are also becoming math detectives and finding missing
addends.
Please continue to check homework folders, behavior charts,
and backpacks each night.
Happy October Birthday to Savannah (1V) on the 21st!

Dear Grade Two Families,

Second
Grade
Mrs. Boivin & Mrs. Palmer

Thank you for supporting us as we get back into the full-swing of in-person learning
this school year! We appreciate all the school supplies that families have contributed
to the classrooms. We have been working hard to maintain a safe school environment
and are excited to participate in school activities together.
Positive Behavior Reinforcement:
Clip-up, Clip-down charts are in full swing. Please continue to check your child’s
calendar daily to see his/her code for that day. 2P’s September P.B.I.S. Reward is
Movie/PJ Day. 2B’s September P.B.I.S. Reward is A Book, A Blanket, and A Blade of
Grass! More information is to come for a date in October when they will celebrate.
Math:
Beginning of Year testing for i-Ready has been completed for most. Students will
continue working on i-Ready for math support this year. This month we will continue
working on Making a Ten to add and subtract in Math. Our goal is to be able to use
and show different strategies to add and subtract within 20. Some of these strategies
include counting on, using an open number line, make-a-ten, and using doubles plus
one. We will be applying these strategies to solve one-step addition and subtraction
problems. Math fact knowledge is an important base for growing our math skills from.
Please review math facts with your child regularly. These include addition and
subtraction with numbers from 0-20, doubles and partners of ten. (example: 5+6=11,
8+8=16, 2+8 =10).
Fundations:
The first few units in Level 2 Fundations are a review of Level 1 content. We will be
giving paper tests this year for Fundations at the end of each unit. Each unit takes 2-3
weeks to complete; depending on the length of the unit, it could be shorter or longer.
We have and will continue to review closed syllables, short vowel sounds, digraphs,
blends, bonus letters f,l, and s, glued/welded sounds, and r-controlled vowel sounds.
Letters will be sent home reviewing these concepts at the beginning of each Unit.
Language Arts:
We will be working with the Wonders program this year for Reading and Writing. We
are currently working on writing friendly letters. The Big Idea for Unit 1 in Wonders is
“How do families and friends learn, grow and help one another?” mClass testing for the
beginning of the year in Reading has begun as well. Please encourage your child to
read for 20 minutes everyday, either to his/her self, with an adult, or sibling.

Third Grade
Mrs. Ciccone & Mr. Gagnon
Third grade begins the study of multiplication and division in the month of
October. Using concrete models, pictorial representations, and finally
equations, students explore the concepts of multiplication and division. Unit
one of literacy instruction continues with the study of cultures and
communities. In October we will begin reading about inventions and landmarks.
Students read fiction as well as nonfiction that includes social studies and
science content. During language arts we will study writing complete sentences
including subjects, predicates, simple sentences, and compound sentences.
Students continue to write their personal narratives and will edit and revise
them. Finally, they will enjoy sharing their stories with their peers.
In October we will begin the study of forces in Science and that will include
the study of gravity, pushes and pulls, friction, and balanced forces.
Upcoming assessments in October will include reading comprehension
assessments, sentence editing quizzes, Fundations quizzes, grammar quizzes
and math quizzes. Often we may send home study guides for students to
practice skills at home in preparation for tests. Please use these study guides
for additional practice with students. We think you will find them helpful.
Reminders
Please sign up for Class Dojo if you have not already done so. We use it daily as a
means to communicate your child’s daily behavior. Also, Parent Square is the primary
means of communication for special announcements or individual messages concerning
your child.
If you would like your child to celebrate a birthday, please provide a few days notice,
so that we can plan accordingly. Please limit treats to one store bought treat only, and
we would prefer no beverages since we use the computers in the classroom.
Please remind your child to complete and return any homework that was given.
Emptying the students’ blue folder of corrected work and saving it for later review is
always helpful.
We do have a special PBIS event at the end of each month for students who have
exhibited good behavior throughout the month on Class Dojo.

fourth Grade
Ms. Johnson & Mrs. Keefe
Hello fourth grade families!
This month, our Unit 1 of Wonder’s Reading focuses on actions and
how our own actions can affect others. The reading skills we are
currently focusing on consist of problem and solution and sequencing
the events of a story. Our current writing unit is personal narrative.
Students have been analyzing examples of personal narratives, as well
as brainstorming ideas to write their own personal narrative about a
special event in their life, or a memorable place they have visited. Our
mCLASS testing will begin Wednesday, September 22nd. Once testing is
complete, you will receive a home connect letter detailing your child’s
current reading levels, as well as their goals, and instructional focuses
that we will be working on during small group time.
In math, fourth grade is learning about place value. Students will use
place value to round, add, and subtract whole numbers within a million.
Students will learn a variety of strategies to help figure out the answers.
We will use manipulatives, draw models, decompose numbers to add and
subtract, and learn the standard algorithm. Students are encouraged to
practice basic math facts for 5-10 minutes daily to improve math
fluency.
Reminders:
We are asking that fourth graders bring in a pair of headphones that
they can use during reading, as well as math. Students use iReady,
Wonders, and Amplify daily and will need headphones to work during
independent time.
*We are also asking that your child comes to school with a snack every
day. Fourth graders do not eat lunch until 1:15, so it is important that
they eat breakfast as well as have a snack to get them through the
morning.*

Fifth Grade

Mr. Carosella & Mr. Russo

Dear 5th Grade Families,
Math
This month, we will continue in Unit 1 out of our iReady books. We will focus on multi-digit
multiplication using the area model and partial
product. During this instruction, place value and
fluency skills will be worked on as well. Also, students
will divide multi-digit numbers using place value and
area model strategies. Students will complete 45 to 60
minutes of i-Ready each week in class.
Reminders
Please make sure students charge and bring
chromebooks to class each day. Also, please make sure
they have headphones to use in class for i-Ready and
Wonders. Students can bring a snack to school each
day since our lunch block is later in the day.

Sixth Grade

Math
Mr. Brault

Science

In Math students have been
Mr. Brault
learning about integers, the set of
In science students have been
positive and negative whole
learning about the scientific
numbers. They have been locating
method. What it is, how it works,
them on number lines, writing
and what it is designed to do in
inequalities, finding their
the end. They are learning the
opposites, and determining
absolute value. Students will then difference between unscientific
work on the same concepts with and scientific questions. They are
rational numbers, whole numbers, working on graphing data as well
mixed numbers, fractions, and
as interpreting data that is
decimals, both positive and
presented in graph form. From
negative. Students will also begin
there we will move on to matter
working with greatest Common
and how energy impacts matter
Factors and Least Common
as well as the effects upon
Multiples as well as solving real
natural habitats.
world problems within those
concepts. We will then be moving
on to division of fractions.

Reading

Mrs. Crosby
In Reading our StudySync Unit 1 focus: "Our Heroes" Students will
continue to explore a variety of texts demonstrating real-life heroes
whose bravery, fearlessness, and strong-will inspired others around the
world. With a focus on Author’s Tone and Author’s Purpose. Our novel
study, Freedom Walkers: The Story of the Montgomery Bus Boycott,
featuring those who took a brave stand against segregation laws and
social injustice.

Sixth Grade
Social studies
Mr. Brault
Students will continue to focus on “How Geography
influences the way people live.” Students will continue to
work on developing map skills through use of vocabulary
terms and visual representations. Students will continue to
analyze how geographers view and interpret the world
around us. Students will also learn to forge an analytical
approach to how earth’s characteristics change over time.

Language Arts
Mrs. Crosby
In Language Arts we will be working on Argumentative
Writing skills as we learn to present our positions and
claims using textual evidence from multiple sources.
Students will also continue to work on sentence and
paragraph development in order to build an
argumentative essay demonstrating the qualities of
heroism.

seventh Grade
Reading

Language Arts
Mrs. Brotman
In ELA, students are focusing
on making inferences and
supporting these inferences
using evidence from the text.
For grammar, students are
focusing on singular and
plural nouns.

Mrs. Sarlo
7th grade is working on
making and confirming
predictions. We will be
reading Becoming by
Michelle Obama.

Social Studies

Mr. Thomas
Students are studying the
Science
Eastern portion of the United
Mrs. Ford
States. The optional Hispanic
Students will be learning
Heritage Month district
about how states of matter
projects are due on 10/4.
change and how changes in
Math
temperature affect the
Students are
behavior of molecules.
working on solving
Looking at states of matter
ratio problems and
will give students the
finding
background they need to
understand chemistry.
percentages.

eighth Grade
Language Arts

Mrs. Brotman
Students are using the ERACER
strategy to construct short
written responses. We have
been participating in peer
eviews and have been focusing
on revising our work. For
grammar, we are focusing on
using plural possessive nouns
properly.

Social Studies
Mr. Thomas
Students are studying the
early colonization of North
America and leading in the
precursors of the American
Revolution. The optional
Hispanic Heritage Project
for the district is due on
10/4.

Reading

Mrs. Sarlo
Students are working on
finding and citing textual
evidence.

Math
Students are working on twostep algebraic equations.

Science

Mrs. Ford
Students will explore the universe from the Big Bang and
how galaxies and solar systems formed. Students will use
gravity to understand the patterns in earth-moon-sun
system such as moon phases, eclipses, and seasons.

Special Education
Grades K-3
Ms. Pannoni
Hello everyone! This is my first year at Carrington and I am so happy to be
here! I am excited to work with students to help them improve and become
better learners. Since we are all returning to in-person learning, the
beginning of the school year is a crucial time to practice and relearn any
foundational skills that may have been impacted by the pandemic. In
reading, students are currently focusing on phonics to help us improve our
decoding skills. More specifically, Kindergarten and 1st grade have been
working on letter and letter sounds, 2nd grade has been working on three
letter words, and 3rd grade has been practicing words with trick spellings.
In Math, students are reviewing the concepts of addition and subtraction
within 20, as well as being able to compare and identify numbers.
Here is my favorite Dr. Suess quote to remind everyone of why learning is
so awesome! “The more that you read, the more things you will know. The
more that you learn, the more places you’ll go.”

Grades 4 and 5
Mrs. Cancellaro
Welcome Back!!! It feels so good to be back to in-person learning. We have
been busy practicing sight word recognition through timed reads and other
activities. Your child has a list of their individual words for practice in our
google classroom (Carrington-Resource Room-Cancellaro). Students have also
been working on improving their grade level reading fluency. Reading fluency
is the ability to read with speed and accuracy while using proper expression.
Students must be able to read fluently in order to comprehend or understand
what they read. To achieve this goal, we have been learning/reviewing
syllable types and practicing dividing new words using syllabication rules.
*Parents please send me your email address on Parent Square so that I may
invite your child to Epic Books!

Special Education
Middle School

English as a
Second Language

Mrs. Guisti
Hello parents. My name is Kate
Guisti and I am the Middle School
Special Education teacher. It has
been a pleasure getting to know the
new students and catching up with
students I worked with before. In
ELA, students will be working on
decoding multisyllabic words,
improving Oral Reading Fluency
skills, and improving grammar and
sentence mechanics. In Math,
students will be working on
multiplication fact fluency, money
skills, and multiplication of large
numbers.
All of the students have been
working hard. I am looking forward
to seeing and sharing all the progress
with you.

Mrs. Parker
Hello,
I am Mrs. Parker the English as a
Second Language teacher to students
in Grades Kindergarten - 8th. My
primary focus is teaching English
Learners (EL’s) how to better speak,
read, and comprehend English. My
classes will include small group
instruction which will focus on
reading comprehension, vocabulary,
writing, and oral language. I try my
best to integrate the same reading
materials from their regular
education classrooms. If you have
any questions or concerns please feel
free to contact me via email, parent
square, or telephone. Thank you for
being an integral part of your child’s
education!

Essential Skills
Elementary Essential Skills
Mrs. Barbosa
This month in Essential
Skills we will be learning
about pumpkins, apples and
big and small. We are
working on identifying more
animal pictures and talking
about Community Helpers.
We are expecting a visit
from the firetruck too. Our
shape of the month is
Rectangle and the Color of
the month is Orange. The
Number of the month is 2.
We are working very hard
on our individual objectives.

Secondary Essential Skills
Mrs. Scott
This month in
Essential Skills we will
be focusing on the
season of fall and
working on activities
associated with the
season such as leaves,
apple trees and colors
associated with the
two. We are also
matching the type of
clothing that goes
with the four seasons.

Specials
Music
Mrs. Doolan
In Music classes we are learning
about Hispanic Music and cultures
from Mexico, Puerto Rico, El
Salvador, Brazil, Spain, and
Venezuela. Some songs include: La
cucaracha, El Coqui, Pin Pon,
Chocolate, Numbers and Days of
the Week in Spanish, El sol y la
luna, Celito Lindo, Pinata, and De
colores and La bamba.

Art

Mrs. Hernandez
In art we are learning the
elements and principles of
art. The element we are
focusing on this month is
“line”; and the principle is
“pattern”. We are using
lines to create: self
portraits, landscapes, and
cityscapes. We are also
celebrating Hispanic
Heritage Month by learning
about Mexican patterns.
We are applying this
knowledge to create
Mexican inspired cacti
planters.

Library

Mrs. Rosa
This month in the library, Pre K and
Kindergarten students are reading about
pumpkins and their life cycle. Grades
First through Fifth are learning all about
book care, and our circulation system.
Book check out starts in October! The
middle schoolers are learning and
reviewing how to use our online
database. 7th and 8th grade have
learned all about Banned Book Week.
6th graders are learning how to navigate
through ResearchITct.org and how to
properly create citations from their
research.

Tech Ed

Mr. Quinn
In Tech Ed, we are learning
about different things in
each class. All the students
who learned CAD last year
are making name tags for
the 3D printer. The new
middle schoolers are
learning CAD for the first
time. The other classes will
be learning programming
and robotics going forward.

